
ORACLE SORT
INSTRUCTION CARDS (side 1 of 4)

Read instruction cards aloud:

1. Goal of the Game
The Oracle must transmit a secret 
message to the Player but can 
only answer yes-no questions like 
“Does the P come before the S?”

2. Forming Teams / Picking Level
Form teams of 2. One member is 
Oracle. The other is Player and 
sits facing the Oracle. Pick level of 
difficulty: Green = very easy; Gray 
= easy; Red or Blue = standard. 
Set aside other color level cards.

INSTRUCTION CARDS (side 3 of 4)

4. Setting up the Cards (cont’d)
Player: place the 4, 6, or 8 letter 
cards of your selected color face 
down between you and Oracle.

5. How to Play
Player: turn 2 letter cards face up 
and ask does … come before …?

Oracle: say “yes” if it does in the 
message and “no” otherwise.

Player: turn the 2 cards back face 
down. Rearrange all your cards as 
desired. Repeat steps until cards 
are sorted. Turn all cards face up. 
Ask Oracle if message is correct.

INSTRUCTION CARDS (side 2 of 4)

3. Cards Contained in Each Deck
• 4 instruction, 4 teacher, 2 cover
• 2 green, 8 gray, 4 red, 4 blue 

oracle cards + 10 extra black 
cards for red or blue level

• 26 player one-sided letter cards 
with 4 green: A, I, P, S; 6 gray: 
A, E, I, P, S, T; 8 red and 8 blue: 
A, E, I, N, P, R, S, or T

4. Setting up the Cards
Oracle: without the Player seeing, 
select 1 message line from either 
side of an oracle card. Hold the 
card so you can see the message 
but the Player cannot. 

INSTRUCTION CARDS (side 4 of 4)

5. How to Play (cont’d)
The team’s game ends once the 
Oracle answers. Switch roles and 
play again. (Optional) Record the 
time to transmit messages and 
graph it versus number of letters.

6. Key Rules to Remember
1. Player may only have 2 letter 
cards face up at a time.
2. Oracle can only say “yes” or 
“no”; no gestures or sounds.

7. Spoiler Alert
The teacher cards give strategies 
to discuss after game play.















TEACHER CARDS (side 1 of 4)

Read aloud after all play is done:

1. Lesson
This game teaches algorithms. 
Computers follow instructions 
(aka algorithms) to perform tasks. 
Sorting data, e.g., products, files, 
lists, email, or web search results, 
is a key task for computers.

Many sorting algorithms exist. 
Can someone describe how they 
sorted the letter cards? We will 
discuss: selection sort, insertion 
sort, merge sort. After, you can 
try them out as we play again.

TEACHER CARDS (side 3 of 4)

3. Insertion Sort
In insertion sort, you build a 
sorted list one element at a time 
by inserting a new element in the 
correct position. 

Simple and fast for small lists but 
slow for large lists (>15 cards). 
Time still grows quadratically (9x) 
with list length (3x).
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TEACHER CARDS (side 2 of 4)

2. Selection Sort
In selection sort, you go through 
the list to find the smallest card 
and put it first, then find the 2nd

smallest and put it 2nd, then 3rd… 

It’s very simple but slow for large 
lists (>8 cards). Sort time grows 
quadratically with list length: 9x 
sort time for a list 3x the size.
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TEACHER CARDS (side 4 of 4)

4. Merge Sort
To sort a list, you divide it in half, 
sort each half, and merge the two 
halves. To “sort each half,” use 
merge sort recursively. Once the 
half is small, use insertion sort.

It’s fast for large lists but slow for 
small ones. Time is N log N, i.e., a 
bit more than 3x for 3x length.
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ORACLE SORT
COVER CARD

Goal of the Game: The Oracle 
must transmit a secret message 
to the Player but can only answer 
yes-no questions of the form 
“Does the P come before the S?”

This game helps students learn 
about sorting algorithms. Two or 
four people play at a time in 
person (best) or together online. 

Spoiler alert: do not look at the 
teacher cards until after playing.
They show three specific sorting 
algorithms (game strategies).

Oracle 
Sort

© 2009-2020, Lynford Goddard
For more info and a video tutorial, visit 

http://lynfordgoddard.com/oracle

A fast paced team-based 
card game to introduce 
students to computer 

sorting algorithms

2 or 4
players

20-30
minutes

http://lynfordgoddard.com/oracle
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